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Section A

Answer all questions in this section.

Questions 1, 2 and 3 will be on the script extract: The Woman in Black.

Questions 4, 5 and 6 will be on the stimulus item: An illustration by Gustave Dore.
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Questions 1, 2 and 3 will be on the script extract: The Woman in Black.

1 ‘Kipps reads it rather well. A bit actorish, certainly, but with enthusiasm and skill.’ (Stage
direction line 93)

As an actor how would you create the actorish effect required by the playwright?

Where relevant refer to the first part of his speech (lines 95–106). [10]
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2 Write a stage direction, which creates the atmosphere of Eel Marsh and the house, that
could be used in the text at the end of line 271:

Bentley You can only cross the causeway at low tide. That takes you on to Eel Marsh
and the house (lines 270–271).

[10]
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3 Draw a ground plan to show how you would stage the script extract. [10]
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Questions 4, 5 and 6 will be on the stimulus item: An illustration by Gustave Dore.

4 Identify (name) the most interesting character that you or others created in the exploration
work on the stimulus item.

Why was this character so dramatically interesting? [10]
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Examiner’s
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5 Use the headings below to write down a plan for an improvisation you created from the
stimulus item. This plan is for use by other drama students. [10]

Where is it set?

When is it set?

Who are the characters?

What is it about?

What is the dramatic intention?

For
Examiner’s

Use
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6 A prologue introduces the play to the audience. Write a prologue that introduces the drama
you devised from the stimulus. Focus on one of the following:

• Character(s)
• Setting
• Social, historical and political context
• Dramatic intention. [10]

For
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Section B

This section contains four questions.

Questions 1 and 2 will be on the script extract: The Woman in Black.
Questions 3 and 4 will be on the stimulus item: An illustration by Gustave Dore.

Choose any two questions to answer.

Write your answers on the blank pages for writing in the question paper beginning on page 13.
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The Text: The Woman in Black – a ghost play

1 The final part of the stage direction in lines 420–421 reads ‘There is a murmur of voices from the
public bar’.

Write one scene for the public bar which fits the ghost/mystery genre of the play. [30]

2 The role of Actor requires the person taking that role to play all the extra parts. If you were taking
the role of Actor, describe how you would use acting, properties (props) or costume to create the
changes from Actor to the following:

• Bentley [10]
• Sam Daily [10]
• Landlord. [10]

[30]

The Stimulus: An illustration by Gustave Dore

3 (a) Of all the plot ideas you or your group worked on from the stimulus item, describe the idea
that was most likely to make an engaging and entertaining drama.

(b) Briefly outline the plot, scene by scene, and for each scene give the dramatic intention. [30]

4 A performance has been created from the stimulus item. Set out two examples of how you would
create mood or meaning in the drama, using available resources e.g. costume, staging, sound,
lights, properties (props). [30]
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Blank page for writing.
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